
Polysemous
Exercises itt Listening and Sound Making

Exercise I Sound Recording
Begin with a simple exercise
Write down all the sounds you here.
Take a few minutes, If you are in a group, read them out loud, noting the differences
Everyone will have a different list. Listening is very personal; all though some lists will be longer than
others, all will be correct. This simple exercise can be done anywhere by anyone. Try it ia different
environments, contrasting spaces in order to get in the habit of listening.

Exercise 2 Sound Categories
Now we are going to divide the lists in various ways. Start by assigning the letters N, H or T to each sound
depending on whether it is a sound made by Nature, a Human sound or a Technological (machine) sound.
Which category predominates?
Now place an X next to sound you produced yourself. Were most of the sounds on your list produced by
you or others?
Some sounds continued unceasingly throughout your listening period, others may have been repetitive,
occurring more than once, and some were heard only once.
Assign the letter C for continuous, R for repetitive and U for unique before each sound on your list. (By the
way, can you think of a sound that has been going on continuously since you began the exercise though you
hadn't noticed it until you were asked the question)

Exercise 3 Polysemous
Take another sheet of paper. Let the top of the page stand for loud and the bottom for soft. Arrange the
sound you heard up and down the page according to how loud and soft they appeared. Now let the top of
the page stand for pleasant, the bottom for unpleasant and list your sounds this way.
Draw a medium sized circle in the center of the page. Place all the sounds you made in the circle. Arrange
all the others according to the distance and the direction from which they came to you.
The intelligent teacher will encourage discussion during these exercises, which are intended to demonstrate
that sound may be regarded in many different ways. You can never keep sounds prisoner in one category
alone. They are Polysemous, always changing, always rendering new meanings.

Exercise 4 Acoustic Shadows.
Some sounds move past you and some remain stationary as you move past them. And then some move with
you as you move. The exercise might begin by considering examples in each category for instance;
o Stationary sounds Church bells, Factory whistle, Heating and ventilation system
r Moving sounds Traffic, Aircraft, Birds
. Sounds you move Your voice, Your footsteps, Your clothing & jewelry, Your bicycle

When sounds move they change character. I often try to illustrate this by having children listen, with eyes
closed to the variations in my voice as I stroll about. (Get children use to closing their eyes) So I stroll
about the children talking while they follow me with their ears. Can they locate my voice by pointing to it
as I move? Many differences in sound quality can be made evident by the strolling speaker. Am I facing
you or am I turned away? Am I standing il the comer or moving through a doorway? Does my voice
become more muffled as I pass behind a curtain? All these changes can be heard. And within a few minutes
ofpatient listening, children can be trained to hear acoustic shadows. There are very subtle changes as I pas
behind smaller objects like a desk or a chair. Children canbe amazed by how well they can see with their
ears, exactly as the blind do.

Exercise 5 Sound Education
An exercise for training our perception for moving sounds. A volunteer is asked to furd a porlable sound
and move around the room with it while the children listen with eyes closed. Point to it. Anything will do,
keys, a tapping sound or a repeated word.



Now a second volunteer is asked to find a contrasting sound and move about in different directions, while
the children point to both sounds, the frst with the right hand, the second with the left.
Another complication. Add two new sounds, again moving at random. Half the group follow the fust set of
sounds and the other halffollow the second set ofsounds.
Allow everyone to open their eyes periodically to check how well they are doing. Care should be taken to
enslue that the four sounds are sufficiently different to allow accurate detection. It is not easy to isolate the
two desired sounds and ignore the others. But one's ability to do this will improve with practice.

Exercise 6 Intersections
A real life situation with many moving sounds would be a street corner. You might go and stand quietly for
a few moments, with eyes closed and listen to all the sound movements. If you have chosen a busy street
corner, most of the sounds you hear will be close to you, often frighteningly so. If the street corner is less
busy, you will hear more distant sounds.
Thus you discover that the soundscape expands or shrinks according to the activity on it. This is generally
true for vision also. Tall buildings limit your view to a few yards, while in the country you can see over
great distances.
Listen out for the most distance sound you can hear. What is it? Can you estimate its distance from you.?
As people have moved to cities over the past century they have developed a preference for close-up sounds,
as is evident in the recording and broadcasting industry. One might almost say we have lost the ability to
hear at a distance. But sounds heard this way have a special charm, and it would be good to conhast the
experience of listening on a busy street corner with that of an open environment.

Exercise 7 Horns
We all assume that you have chosen a busy street corner. I want you to direct your attention to one category
of sounds only. Let's take car homs, and for a period of ten minutes, let's count them. This is a good drill
for children since they like to count things, but it could be useful for everyone, and in performing it you
will notice the various ways horns are used by motorists; sometimes even conversationally.

For comparison, here is a list of the average number of car horns put together my a musician. He recorded
for ten minutes over a nine hour period and averaged his results.
Moscow 17, Stockholm 25, Toronto 44, Sydney 62, Vienna 64, Amsterdam 87, ,London 89, Tokyo 129,
Rome 153, Athens 228, New York 336, Paris 461, Cairo 1150
No research to my knowledge was done in Chicago_

Exercise 8 More
You could listen to other sounds in the same way, say the number of times squeaky brakes are heard, the
number barking dogs are heard, the number of motorcycles that pass by. By focusing on specific sounds
you can have the children become acquainted with the entire soundscape.

Exercise 9 footsteps
Let's direct our attention to footsteps. You will hear many kinds of shoes on a busy street and no two
walkers sound exactly the same. Some people walk oblegmatically, dragging their feet, some walk with a
quick decisive stride and there are many variations in between. Then there are the materials of shoes,
enormously varied throughout the world. How many different types of shoes do you hear on your comer?

For comparison, here are a few phrases describing shoes from novels I've read.
..the clacking of men's heels and the shffiing of their soles. (h'eland)
..the clack clack ofhigh heeled shoes on the hardfloor (Canada)
..padded soles, yet making the snow screech angrily (Russia)
.. sandals clackclacked (Nigeria)
..the mill girls' clogs down the cobbled sh'eet (England)
..the slip slip of slippers sliding (Canada)
..theflat soft steps of the barefooted (rural Canada)
..footsteps smart as the blows of a mallet (England)



Exercise 10 Listening Walk
On the way back to class, take a Listening Walk. In order to ensure that each student has the best
opportunity to listen we will walk in a single file and in such a way that each person is just out of earshot of
the student ahead. If you hear their footsteps you are too close and should slacken their pace. Returning to
the classroom students are asked to answer the following questions (or those most appropriate to the
experience)

What was the loudest sound heard on the walk?
The softest sound?
A soft sound destroyed by a loud sound
The highest-pitched sound heard.
Three sounds that moved past you.
Three sounds that moved with you.
Three sounds heard from above
One sound that changed direction as it moved.
One sound made in response to another.
The ugliest sound heard.
One sound heard twice only.
A sound made by something opening.
A different sound heard through the opening.
The most remarkable sound (memorable) on the walk..
A sound with a distinctive rhythm. Can you note or repeat the rhythm?
The most beautiful sound vou heard.
The sound that came frornthe greatest distance, How far?
One sound that either slowly rose or slowly fell in pitch.
The sound that you would like to have eliminated from this soundscape.
One sound that you missed that you would have liked to have heard.

Discuss the various replies.

Exercise 11 Sound Diary
Keep a sound Diary.
I would like you to write something every day, notes on unusual sounds heard, your reactions to them,
general thoughts on the acoustic environment, anything you feel is significant.

Of course the diary is for your benefit and does not have to be shared with others, but it might be
interesting to have porlions of the diaries read aloud to the entire class for discussions. Sometimes you may
have children exchange diaries for a couple ofdays to read how others react to sounds.

Exercise 12 Flash Questions
Here are some flash questions for your diary
What was the fust sound you heard this morning on walking?
What was the last sound you heard last night before sleeping?
What was the loudest sound you heard today?
What was the most beautiful sound you heard today?

Exercise 13 Life Sound
What was the most memorable sound experience you had in your life. Describe it in a paragraph or two.

Exercise 14 Cardinal sounds

Go to a park, zoo, garden and stand stationary (with a friend or a group) and with your eyes closed, listen to
sounds that move past you. Identify the sounds that move from the east, west, north and south. What were
the sounds? Of course it doesn't matter where you are. The exercise is one of concentration, and while you
are waiting for the sounds that will release you, you will hear a myriad of others.



Exercise 15 Acoustic Shadows in Space
This next exercise will take some advanced planning and may not in all cases be feasible, but I highly
recommend it as a powerful experience that won't be easily forgotten. The idea is to place listeners, who
are blindfolded in an environment they do not know and have them describe it by listening to it.

In order for the participant to sense the selected environment as alien, it may be necessary to transport them
to it in cars or whatever. Teachers should have some assistants for the obvious reasons, if children are to be
blindfolded the entire time. Chose the selected spot in advance. When the site is reached the participants
may sit on the ground.

At first it will be difficult to describe the environment with accuracy, but if the leader asks the right
questions it will soon become possible to see it quite clearly with the ears. The wind will reveal the
presence of trees, grass, flags, tunnel areas, etc. . . If the leader shouts in different directions, walls or other
obstacles will become evident by reverberation. Smaller objects will reveal acoustic shadows if the leader
moves around them while talking, Improvise, using your skills while trusfing the acumen of the
children/listeners.

Exercise L6 Simple Recording
If a camera puts a frame around a picture, the tape recorder can frame a sound. Just as we try to photograph
the intended object clearly and centrally, we must try to record sound objects clearly and without
interference.
A good simple initial exercise is to record objects like;
A passing train
A church bell
A factory whistle

Avoid recording soundscape panoramas. Select specifics and try to record only the desired sound, without
it becoming marred by unwanted noise. This is much more difficult than it seems.

Exercise 17 Museology
Choose a sound that seems to be disappearing from the soundscape. Record it as if you were preserving it
for a museum collection. Imagine that your recording may be the only surviving specimen of a lost sound
object. What information would you like to accompany the recording;
Dateofrecording,Historyoftheobjectrecorded, Dateoforigin,Presentlocation
Get in the habit of cataloging material recorded for later reference.

Exercise 18 Soundmarks
Just as every community has landmarks which make it special and gives it character, every community will
also have original soundmarks. A soundmark is a unique sound possessing qualities that make it special to
the community. Communities derive their character as much from soundmarks as they do from landmarks.
Soundmarks may be prominent public sounds such as clocks, bells, whistles or horns. But they may also be
indoor sounds related to special trades or pastimes.
No two communities sound the same. What sounds make yours different?.
Once the unique sounds have been identified, they deserve attention. What is their history? When and
where can they be heard? Are they likely to suwive? If not, perhaps they should be recorded for posterity.
What is the atfitude of the people who live and work closet to them- do they like them? Dislike them?
Barely notice them>

A community needs to be as vigilant il preserving their soundmarks as they do with their landmarks. The
first task is to recognize them and give them special status by studying them.


